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Urbanization phase difference (Wu,Z. 2013)

Urbanization rate: 63.89％
(90.2 million, 2020)

Years when the urbanization rate of main countries reached 50%

• UK: 1851

• Germany: 1892

• U.S.: 1918

• France: 1931

• Japan: 1953

• Brazil: 1964

• Korea: 1977

• China: 2011

China Brazil Japan Korea France Germany UK U.S.
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What Challenges are Chinese Cities facing?

Challenge-1: Frequent climate disasters

Global disasters in 1980-2018
(Source: https://natcatservice.munichre.com) 20 July 2021, Zhengzhou

• Max. rainfall 201.9mm/h during 16:00-17:00
(*average rainfall per year: 641mm)

July 2021, western Germany & Belgium

• Universal disasters: ”Black Swan”, extreme weather
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Challenge-2: Low fertility rate + aging society + smaller family

What Challenges are Chinese Cities facing?

• According to the 7th National Population Census: only 12
million was born in 2020, total fertility rate is 1.3

• Average population growth rate is only 0.53% and is keeping
declining;

• Entering aging society, and proportion of 15-59 drops 6.79%
• Average population per household fells to 2.62, which indicates

the breakdown of 3-persons‘ family pattern

The Number of Births in China, 1999-2020, unit:10,0000 births



What Challenges are Chinese Cities facing?
Challenge-3: Slow-down urbanization rate 

Urbanization Transformation 
and Change

（WANG. K., CAUPD, 2021）

Economic Transformation 
and Upgrading



How to Understand Urban Renewal in Chinese Cities?

From growth-oriented to quality-oriented

For the first time, "urban renewal action" is included in the "Proposal for the 14th Five-Year Plan of 

National Economic and Social Development and the Vision 2035". This is no longer an industry 

hotspot or an academic concept, but a comprehensive approach to national development and the 

direction of urbanization, forcing on the transformation of traditional urban planning and management. 

• An inevitable requirement to adapt to the new situation of urban development and promote 

high-quality urban development

• An important path to firmly implement the strategy of expanding domestic demand and 

building a new development pattern

• A major initiative to promote the solution of distinct problems and shortcomings in urban 

development and to enhance the people's sense of well-being and security



How to Understand Urban Renewal in Chinese Cities?

8 - “Optimize the spatial layout of the Nation’s land, promote coordinated regional
development and new urbanization”

• Promote a new type of urbanization focus on people.
• Implement urban renewal actions, promote urban ecological restoration and functional improvement

projects, coordinate urban planning, construction & management, determine rational urban scale,
population density, & spatial structure, as well as promote the coordinated development of large,
medium and small cities and towns.

• Strengthen the protection of history and culture, shape the urban landscape, strengthen the
renovation of old urban areas and community construction, enhance urban flood control and drainage
capacity, and build sponge cities & resilient cities.

• Improve the urban governance and strengthen risk prevention and control in megacities.
• Optimize the partition of administrative districts. Let central cities and city clusters lead to construct

modern urban area. Promote the construction of a twin-city economic circle in the Chengdu-Chongqing
region. Promote the urbanization with county/towns as important carriers.



How to understand urban renewal in Chinese cities?
From high-carbon expansion to low-carbon compact (re)development

• City， as the key battlefield to decarbonization

• According to IPCC，carbon emission from building sector contribute 1/3 of overall emission in China, 

20% of which is during the operational phase and 18% is during the construction phase

GDP per capita of major countries; Carbon emissions per capita (Year 2019) source: World Bank

Carbon emissions per capita (tons of standard coal)
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How to understand urban renewal in Chinese cities?
From physical planning to spatial governance

• In 2020, ”Complete Community”: The Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural 
Development, together with 12 departments, issued the “Opinions on the Action 
of Amending Shortcomings in the Construction of Urban Residential Communities”.

• 2021，Technical Guidelines for Community Living Area: “5 - 10 - 15 min’
living area”

Complete Community

Public
service

Commercial
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Infrastructure
facility

Public
space
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management

Community
governance



9 scenarios of ‘Future Community’ Initiative 
in Zhejiang Province

How to understand urban renewal in Chinese cities?
From physical planning to spatial governance



Strategies & Actions

• Strategies on National Level
• Actions on Municipal Level



30.60: Carbon Peaking and Neutrality Objectives 
• Paradigm change towards Ecological Civilization

• “Two-Mountain concept” : Lucid waters and lush mountains are invaluable assets”

‘China, as the world’s largest developing nation, has
committed itself to peaking carbon emissions
before 2030 and attaining carbon neutrality by
2060.’

President XI Jinping, 2019



Strategies on National Level: Overall 

Just

OCTOBER 2021

……

• 24th Oct, Complete and Accurate Implementation of 
Carbon Peak and Neutrality Objectives

• 26th Oct, Action Plan for Carbon Dioxide Peaking Before 
2030

• 27th Oct, Responding to Climate Change: China’s Policies 
and Actions (2021)

• 28th Oct, China’s Achievements, New Goals and New 
Measures for Nationally Determined Contributions + 
China’s Mid-Century Long-Term Low Greenhouse Gas 
Emission Development Strategy



Complete and Accurate Implementation of Carbon Peak and Neutrality 
Objectives
——Considered as the keystone of “1+N” policy framework 

Strategies on National Level 

• Establishing a control system of total carbon dioxide emission is the core of carbon 
peaking and neutralization

• Mandatory information disclosure is the top priority. The control system of total carbon dioxide 
emission is a comprehensive system, which not only includes the figures of the total carbon dioxide 
emissions, but more importantly, predict emissions under different scenarios, based on mandatory 
information disclosure, and combined with the needs of China's economic and social development.

• Market mechanism is the key engine to reach carbon neutrality: the government and the market 
are the two wheels to drive the coordination

• Key emission industries are an important starting point for carbon peaking and carbon 
neutralization. Accelerate the formation of an industrial structure, production mode, lifestyle and 
spatial layout that conserve resources and protect the environment. 



Strategies on National Level 
Action Plan for Carbon Dioxide Peaking Before 2030

Carbon peaking actions in urban and rural development

• Promote urban and rural green transition

• Accelerate building efficiency improvement

• Restructure of energy consumption in building stock

• Promote low-carbon transformation in town and village development



Strategies on National Level: Urbanization in particular 

• July, 2020, Guidelines for Regeneration of Old Residence
Community in City and County

• July 2021 (issued), Guidelines on Green Development in Urban 
and Rural Areas

• Aug 2021, Strengthening Historical Heritage Protection and 
Inheritance in Urbanization

• Aug 2021, Instructions of Preventing Massive Demolishment-
and-Rebuilding in Urban Renewal



Strategies on National Level 
Guidelines for Regeneration of Old Residence 
Community in City and County July, 2020,
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Strategies on National Level 
Guidelines on Green Development in Urban & Rural 
Area, July 2021 

1. Overall Objectives

• 2025: The green development system 
and policy system of urban and rural 
construction are basically completed.

• 2035: Comprehensive green 
development of urban and rural 
construction and rapid improvement 
on carbon emission reduction level

2. Promote the integrated development 
of urban and rural construction

3. Transform the development mode of 
urban and rural construction

4. Innovative working methods



Instructions of Preventing Massive Demolishment-and-Rebuilding in Urban 
Renewal, Aug 2021 

Strategies on National Level 

Shift from the real estate‘s development model toward governance model

• Restriction on massive demolishment (demolishment area<20%)

• Restriction on massive re-building (demolishment / new building >2 )

• Restriction on massive re-location (close settlement >50% )



Actions on Municipal Levels:“Mini-Hutong” Art project in Beijing

• Urban Acupuncture
• One piece of art project in Beijing Design Week 2013
• “Mini-Hutong”& “Mini-Courtyard” as a series of architectural 
experiment

“Mini-Hutong” at Rd. Yang-mei-zhu-xie-Jie “Mini-Courtyard” at Cha-er Hutong



Actions on Municipal Levels: Beijing Steel Plant Park Redevelopment

• Led by government, stimulated by mega-event: 2022 Winter Olympic (office & venue)

• C40 “Climate Positive” program
- Zero-carbon emission

- Zero-waste

- Industrial heritage

- Climate adaptation (LID)

Ski jumping venueOrganizing Committee for 2022 Olympic Winter Games Whole site



Actions on Municipal Levels: Revitalization in Tian-zi-fang, Shanghai

• 1998, started from self-organization by contemporary artists and traditional crafting industry
• 2004, ”Shi-ku-men Resident Management Committee“ established; first lease to enterpu
• 2008, government’ involvement:1 0 million RMB investment in infrastructures
• 2013, losing art studio (8.33%), more restaurant (33.74%)
• 2017, Shanghai firstly proposed ”organic regeneration” 有机更新从“拆、改、留”转变为“留、改、拆”



• Bottom-up regeneration, self-organized community building

• Mixed architecture style with Qing-Dynasty, Southern-Asian & oversea-Chinese

• The most artistic-style fishing village in China

• 2013, government’s intervention in infrastructure

• Establishment of community self-governance system and build community consciousness;
Establishment of the Creative Society, the Owners’ Association and the Community Public
Council

Actions on Municipal Levels: Xiamen Tsan-tshù-uann



Actions on Municipal Levels: Shuiwei Village Apartment in Shenzhen

• Cooperation between government, enterprise and villagers
• First social housing project, which is regenerated from village houses in Shenzhen
• Win-win for all stakeholders

Governme
nt

public 
support and 

municipal 
facilities

The district government invests in the
comprehensive improvement of supporting
facilities such as piped gas, water and drainage
networks and power supply systems

Enterprise

Renovation 
Project and 

its 
Operation

SHENYI Group leases 29 villagers' buildings to the
village joint-stock company and rents them to the
district government after renovation, and the
district government leases them to industrial
talents in the district at preferential rents

Village 
Joint

Venture
grassroots coordination and cooperation

• The 1st and 2nd floors of the building will be transformed into a "one-two" 
ground floor commercial, which will be rented and operated by the village 
joint-stock company, and then returned profit to the owners. 

• The commercial tenants will be introduced and the residents will be provided 
with catering, entertainment, leisure and other service facilities.

• Above the 3rd floor is used as guaranteed housing for talents and rental 
apartments

Before

After



Property City” in Hengqin, Zhuhai: Hengqin New Area is the first "property city" in China, which treats urban 
public space and public resources as a "big property" and invites high-level property operators to participate 
in urban village transformation/urban renewal. After more than two years of exploration and practice, the 
model is gradually becoming mature and has been successfully replicated in Xiongan New Area, Guangzhou, 
Shenzhen, Chengdu, Wuhan, Qingdao, Xiamen and other places in China.

Property Management Enterprise
Zhuhai Grand Hengqin City Public Resources Management Co.

Efficient operation of urban public space

Offline Professional Property
Management Online APP

Through professional operation, the mechanization rate of
municipal management and maintenance in Hengqin has
increased to 75%, and the "unmanned demonstration section" has
been built; the sewage outfalls on the whole island have been
numbered; return clean water to the people. Apply intelligent
parking management system to integrate parking resources in key
areas; set up "Orange Mediation Studio

"Property City" APP has become the "online
position" of social governance in Hengqin. A "new
ecosystem" of social governance involving
government departments, property companies,
volunteers, businesses and citizens is gradually
taking shape in Hengqin.

Jointly set up by Zhuhai Grand Hengqin Investment Company Limited and 
Vanke Property Development Co.

Actions on Municipal Levels: “Property City” in Hengqin, Zhuhai



Actions on Municipal Levels: Summary
• 3 key elements: change of property right, function and density
• Gentrification?  Yes, but still welcomed as long as the residents 1) relocate to

original/close location； 2）share the rising captured land value； or 3) big improvement
of household conditions.

（Tang, Y., 2021）

• Overall planning and zoning

• Modification of land-use; 
Simplification of procedures

• FAR transfer and reward

• Mixed land-use

• Involvement of multi-stakeholders
……

Institutional Arrangement Institutional Innovation

Value
Capture

Market Citizen Government

Actors

Property 
right

Function Density

Regulation & Law

Policy

Technical standard



Niches in IURC cooperation?

• By activity  

• By Sector



What are the niches in IURC cooperation? By sector 

Urban/Region Cooperation                                               Climate Cooperation 

Green 
Building

•Full-Life-Circle 
emission 
monitoring

• 光储直柔（PEDF）

Clean 
Energy

• Energy 
storage 
technology

• Hydrogen 
energy

Green 
Transport

• Clean energy 
vehicles

• Driverless
vehicles

Water 
Management

•Nature-based 
Solutions (NbS)

Ecological 
System

•GEP
•Nature-based 
Solutions (NbS)

•Biodiversity
•Ecological 
Restoration

Circular 
Economy

•‘City Mining’: 
Household 
Waste 
Management

•Smart 
manufacturing

Mitigation & Adaptation 

Green Financing

• Carbon Trading

Smart Urban Infrastructure

• Smart governance on community level, city level, national level 

• Green bond, insurance, etc. • Public carbon credit system



What are the niches in IURC cooperation? By activity 

Policy Dialogue

• Strong interest 

on ’How’ -

Institutional 

transplantation &

institutional

innovation (eg: 

policy, public 

participation)

Piloting

• Joint planning (eg:

Sino-German

cooperation

CSUS+dena)

• Pilot project and

loan

Technology
Application

• Joint research

• Joint venture

• Patent Assignment

Standardization 
Cooperation

• Joint research and

application

Less ODA (Official Development 
Assistance) as developing country

More bilateral dialogue 
and cooperation



Some Remarks…
• COVID-19’s impact: less face-to-face communication, more virtual interactions
(eg: e-study tour through Vlog; selling agricultural products through TIKTOK) 

• Stay OPTIMISTIC !
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